390 cadillac engine

Cadillac was the first automobile maker in the world to mass-produce V8 engines. In , when the
Northstar engine series ended production, it became the last General Motors division to retain
its own proprietary V8 design. This changed when Cadillac created the twin-turbo 'Blackwing'
engine in The Type 51 was the first Cadillac V8. Introduced in , it was the standard engine for
Cadillac models. Bore and stroke was 3. This engine was designed under the leadership of
Cadillac's chief engineer , Scottish-born D D'Orsay McCall White - , later a vice president of
Cadillac. White was appointed to a committee of three to supervise the development of the V12
Liberty aircraft motor , that later contributed to cross town rival Lincoln Motor Company
introducing the Lincoln L series much later in Power was up to The L-head was on the Ward's
10 Best Engines of the 20th century list. Cadillac created a new V8, the , for The same year saw
the introduction of the synchromesh transmission. This engine was used in the Series and B
cars of and This used a 3. This engine was used in the Cadillac Series and Series It was
designed to be the company's next-generation powerplant at reduced cost from the and
Cadillac V The monobloc's cylinders and crankcase were cast as a single unit, [3] and it used
hydraulic valve lifters for durability. This design allowed the creation of the mid-priced Series 60
line. This engine was modified with a 3. It was also used in tanks , e. These engines were
produced through For , Cadillac and Oldsmobile each produced a new V8 design the
Oldsmobile engine was the Both of the engines were overhead valve designs, pioneered by
Buick. The Cadillac engine featured a "dry" coolant exited through an assembly attached
directly to the cylinder heads , open runner requiring the use of a tappet valve cover intake
manifold , rear-mounted distributor , and shaft-mounted rockers. Crankshaft end play is carried
by the rear bearing on the two GM engines. It has the lighter 'skirtless' block where the oil pan
flange does not descend appreciably below the crankshaft centerline and they both have a
partial integral cast iron clutch housing that compares to the early Chrysler Hemi V8 design.
This engine features an oiling system which uses a central cast-in passage between the lifter
galleries feeding oil to the cam and crank by grooves machined into the cam bores. A single
drilled passage per bearing saddle feeds both cam and crank journals. Shared with the
Oldsmobile Rocket V8 is how the lifters are supplied oil through small 'bleeds' instead of
placing the lifters directly into the right and left side oil supply galleries. Many early racers
would replace the Cadillac hydraulic lifter and rocker assemblies with the solid lifters and
adjustable rockers from the Studebaker v8 for operation at higher rpm. For the model year
Cadillac redesigned its V8 engine, modernizing the tooling used in the production line while
optimizing the engine's design. The accessories water pump, power steering pump, distributor
mounted on a die-cast aluminum housing at the front of the engine for improved accessibility.
An alternator replaced the former generator. The crankshaft was cored out to make it both
lighter and stronger. For the engine had a 4. It also included its first emission control system , a
positive crankcase ventilation unit was installed beginning in the model year. The was used
through the model year. It is not uncommon to find an early model year with the '63 V8 as
Cadillac tried to use up the older engines in stock. As a result Cadillac introduced an all-new
engine for At introduction, the new engine had a 4. It was used through It was designed with
potential for a cubic-inch 8. For Cadillac fitted a crankshaft with a 4. For compression was
reduced from The was exclusive to the Eldorado until where the powerplant was standard in all
Cadillacs except for the Seville, which was powered by a fuel-injected Oldsmobile Starting in the
mid to late s Cadillac expanded its product range offering more mid sized vehicles, i. In the was
replaced with the L61 , which was the same basic family engine de-bored to 3. The reduction in
displacement was largely an effort to meet CAFE requirements for fuel economy. Throttle-body
fuel injection was now standard on Eldorado and Seville when equipped with the Rear-wheel
drive cars and the Commercial Chassis for hearse and ambulance builders used the Rochester
Quadrajet 4-barrel carburetor. Cadillac referred to this new TBI throttle-body fuel injection
system as Digital fuel injection DFI ; this particular induction system was later adopted by other
GM divisions, except on Oldsmobile V8s, and was used well into the s on GM trucks. This
engine was standard on all Cadillacs except the redesigned Seville , in which it was optional.
For Cadillac introduced a new engine that would become notorious for its unreliable
electronics, the V L The L61 had not provided a significant improvement in the company's CAFE
numbers, so Cadillac and Eaton Corporation devised a cylinder deactivation system called
Modulated Displacement that would shut off two or four cylinders in low-load conditions such
as highway cruising, then reactivate them when more power was needed. When deactivated,
solenoids mounted to those cylinders' rocker arm studs would disengage the fulcrums ,
allowing the rockers to "float" and leave the valves closed despite the continued action of the
pushrods. These engines are easily identified by their rocker covers , which each have elevated
sections over 2 cylinders with electrical connectors on top. With the valves closed the cylinders
acted as air-springs, which both eliminated the feel of "missing" and kept the cylinders warm

for instant combustion upon reactivation. Simultaneously, the engine control module would
reduce the amount of fuel metered through the TBI unit. On the dashboard, an "MPG Sentinel"
digital display could show the number of cylinders in operation, average or current fuel
consumption in miles per gallon , or estimated range based on the amount of fuel remaining in
the tank and the average mileage since the last reset. Another rare and advanced feature
introduced with DFI was Cadillac's truly "on-board" diagnostics. For mechanics who had to deal
with the s, the cars contained diagnostics that did not require the use of special external
computer scan-tools. The new Electronic Climate Control display, along with the MPG Sentinel,
provided on-board readout of any stored trouble codes, instantaneous readings from all the
various engine sensors, forced cycling of the underhood solenoids and motors, and on the V
engines, manual cylinder-pair control. Cadillac hailed the L62 as a technological masterpiece,
and made it standard equipment across the whole Cadillac line. While cylinder deactivation
would make a comeback some 20 years later with modern computing power and using oil
pressure to deactivate the valves by collapsing the lifters Cadillac's V proved to have
insurmountable engineering problems. The main issue was that the Engine Control Module
simply lacked the robustness, programming and processing speed to efficiently manage the
cylinder-deactivation under all load conditions. In the era before electronically operated EGR
valves, the engineers also made an error in using a "back-pressure-type" EGR valve. While this
early effort to match the vacuum-controlled EGR volume more accurately to the engine's load
made sense in a 'normal' engine, it had the effect of causing pinging detonation problems in the
V engine, because 4 cylinders operating under higher load needed more EGR, while they were
actually producing less exhaust flow and therefore less back-pressure to operate the valve. In
an effort to increase reliability, Cadillac issued thirteen updated PROM chips for the ECMs, but
many of these engines simply had their Modulated Displacement function disabled by dealers,
leaving them with permanent eight-cylinder operation. This was accomplished by merely
disconnecting a single wire from the transmission's "3rd-gear switch", or running it through a
switch inside the car for manual override. The was dropped from most Cadillac passenger cars
after the model year, although the V remained the standard engine for Fleetwood Limousines
and the carbureted remained in the Commercial Chassis through The has the distinction of
being the last traditional "big-block" cast-iron pushrod V8 engine available in a production car.
It lasted through in the limousines. RWD models were coupled with the heavy duty THM
transmission, the last factory-produced GM passenger car fitted with this transmission.
Cadillac's DOHC , four valves per cylinder Northstar debuted in , its most technologically
advanced engine ever. Although Oldsmobile , Pontiac , and Buick have borrowed the Northstar
architecture for their V8 and even V6 engines, it was not until the Pontiac Bonneville that a
non-Cadillac used the Northstar name. The Northstar has been produced in 4. The 4. By , the
Northstar engine became standard equipment in the front-wheel-drive Cadillac line. Its final
appearance was in the final generation of the DTS series, produced from to It was also the top
engine option available in the Buick Lucerne produced from through The - XLR-V uses the same
supercharged Northstar V8 as the STS-V, though output is down somewhat due to design
changes made to accommodate the model's more limited underhood space. The supercharger
and four intercoolers are built into the intake manifold. The bores were reduced in size to
increase block strength, increasing the safety margin under boost. The Aurora's cylinder heads
had lower flow characteristics to match the engine's reduced size. The through Seville was only
available with Oldsmobile engines. The engine was "marketed" as a Cadillac engine and was
exclusive to the Cadillac product line, but was in reality produced by the Oldsmobile division.
Buyers were able to choose between gas and diesel versions. In fact, for most of its life, the
version of Cadillac's Seville came standard with Oldsmobile's V8 diesel, with the gas engine
being a no-cost option. With the introduction of the Escalade to the Cadillac lineup, the
small-block Chevrolet L31 V8 Vortec was used, as it was part of the Chevy truck line on which
the Escalade was based. In , the new redesigned Escalade picked up the performance version of
the 6. The CTS-V carries a supercharged 6. The engine is the result of a new clean-sheet engine
design as well as Cadillac's first twin-turbo V-8 engine. It first launched on the Cadillac CT6.
From the s through the s, each GM division had its own V8 engine family. Some were shared
among other divisions, but each respective design was engineered and developed by its own
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Cadillac division of General Motors. With intercooler In 4. We add modern performance parts to
this vintage performance Cadillac engine. Cadillac's first entry into the overhead valve engine
architecture was a ci V-8 launched in , and it was a huge leap in automotive innovation.
Compared to the Flathead Ford, advanced features such as shaft-mount rockers, an improved
oiling system, and five bolts per cylinder clamping the head in place allowed these early
Cadillac engines to pave the way to performance. It wasn't long before enthusiasts figured out
the merits of the Caddy. They were quick to add blowers, cams, headers, as many carbs as
would fit, and send their Cad-equipped machines to the salty lanes of Bonneville and hallowed
grounds of early dragstrips across America. This model year block represents what was once a
pinnacle of speed equipment, and we wanted to resurrect it in the spirit of that era. That meant a
flat tappet cam, multiple carbs, and dripping in chrome. Once it was bored, honed, hot tanked,
and the factory forged crank was polished, we set to work on the resurrection. Follow along as
we give this engine a new lease on life. On all builds, it's important to verify crankshaft end play.
We used a dial indicator and magnetic base to ensure the thrust bearing had the correct
clearance. Pistons for a Cadillac are few and far between, so we turned to JE Pistons for a
custom forged piston. They 3-D scanned our original and CNC machined a set of new slugs.
Here's a comparison of the original cast piston to the new forging. A conical dish was machined
into the new pistons to lower the compression ratio slightly for today's pump gas. JE Pro Seal
gas-nitrided carbon steel rings were gapped and installed onto the new pistons. We liberally
coated the pistons in motor oil and used an ARP tapered ring compressor to drop them into
their respective bores. All eight pistons were installed in the block, and the rod fasteners were
torqued. A stretch gauge was used to verify all rod fasteners were tightened correctly. The
factory valvetrain setup consists of shaft-mount rocker arms that are supported by cast iron
pedestals. The rockers are located over the valves via springs on the rocker shaft. These new
rockers from Egge Machine foreground show just how much the factory rockers had worn over
the years. The original rocker shafts were so crusty, we had to press them apart. The new Egge
rocker shafts feature annular grooves that help evenly distribute oil pressure to the bottom of
the rocker where all of the load is. Note: the groove was facing up for the photo, but it is
installed facing downward. Once the decks of the block were cleaned, we installed the
composite head gaskets. With the cylinder heads in place, you can see the shaft-mount rocker
arm arrangement. Isky Racing still makes cams for vintage Cadillac engines. The flat tappet
camshaft was liberally coated with break-in lube and slid into place. The timing marks on the
cam sprockets were aligned, and the new timing chain was installed. Next, the oil pump was
installed along with the oil pump driveshaft, pickup, and factory windage tray. The timing cover
and oil pan were installed next with OEM-style cork gaskets and silicone. Note that there is an
oil slinger that installs in front of the lower timing gear before the cover. With the oil pan in
place, we installed the Isky hydraulic flat-tappet lifters, which had been soaking in break-in oil.
We flooded the valley with the leftover oil to make sure all of the lifter bores were properly
lubricated. With the lifters in place, it was time to install the new Trend Performance one-piece
pushrods. These were custom made and sized specifically for this engine build. Now that the
valvetrain was installed, we were able to torque down the heads in a circular pattern. Next we
installed some of the ancillary items such as the valve covers, lifter cover, and oil filter housing.
We installed an OEM replacement harmonic balancer onto the snout of the crankshaft. Each of
the BIG97 carburetors flow cfm courtesy of larger 1. This marks a 55 percent improvement over
a standard 97! To maximize the performance of the bigger carbs, we scribed our old-school
Offenhauser intake using Dykem dye. Using had tools, we opened up and contoured the
manifold, creating a common plenum between the two barrels, a process Stromberg suggests
doing. The Stromberg induction setup is pure jewelry, and the BIG97s feature new power valve
circuits to improve fuel conditioning. Stromberg also provided the linkage and fuel fittings to
link the trio of carbs together. The final touches, such as the Pertronix-equipped distributor
were added, and the complete engine is destined for service between the rails of a '34 Ford.
How fitting! Close Ad. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. The Jalopy Journal. Terms of
Service. Privacy Policy. Log in or Sign up. Atomic Industries Register now to get rid of these
ads! The H. Cadillac Any Good????????????? I have an opportunity to pick up a complete ?
Owner says it needs rebuilding. It came out of his '55 when he put a SBC in it. I know little about
Caddies but of course being a '55 I had hoped for a What can you tell me about this motor? Are
they compatible with the earlier ones or totally different? Speed parts? What tranny would it
have? Any education you can provide will be appreciated. Both good transmissions. There was

a thread on here the other day, a guy put one in a tractor and ran it as a farm machine for years.
Cadillac sold several hundred thousand of them. On the other hand I just junked one, I couldn't
find anyone who gave a damn about it, so I picked some pieces and scrapped the rest. Thanks
for the start of my education. Anyone else? The caddy came out in 59 not in 55 must have been
put in by someone. It is a real good motor I think around horse the eldo had triple carbs and
horse. Sounds good. I think I'll grab it. I just didn't want to get it only to find it was the ugly
duckling of the Caddy motors. I don't own a boat so an anchor would be no good to me. Would
the trans be a 4 sp Hydro? I have a 51 in my car and bought a 59 Very nice looking motors but
very costly to rebuild. Dirty2 , Jun 20, They're all costly to rebuild out here. Except SBCs. I don't
think I should let that stop me. Anyone have pics of a nicely dressed one? Or a nice stocker?
We put a in our '57 Coupe de Ville with a tri-power set up I think I am saying that right , runs well
now. I'll email my husband Slick50 and ask if he saw this thread for his input. DeVille Gal , Jun
20, The is basically the same motor-- with improvements through the years and additional bore
and stroke. I've got a 61 for my girlfriends A pickup. The earlier script valve covers fit right on.
They're pretty, great sounding motors. Search for Jonny Cola's model A. I know he's got a with
6 dueces. Awesome lookin motor. Dreddybear , Jun 20, Thanks guys. That's the sort of stuff I
was after Do I keep the hydro? Dirty 2. It's not that money is no object but let's face it, if it was
all about money none of us would be doing what we are doing. It all costs. As you know it just
costs a bit more for something really cool. And thanks, I didn't know evel's was a Cheers, Pete.
Im running a in my shoebox. There are a few companies that make adapter kits to run a manual
or a newer gm auto tranny. I would plan on putting a new water pump on that motor.
PeteMattersen , Jun 20, Correct me if I'm wrong but isn't it similar to a , , and ? I think the old
Caddy and Olds engines are pretty sweet myself. All inline engines get me all warm and fuzzy
on the inside though. Ok now back to the thread! Pete- If at all possible, try and pick up the May
issue of Hot Rod Deluxe as there is a very good build article on a basic overhaul of a '59 Cad
after reading that, I'd definitely keep one if it was given to me. I won't rewrite the article here but
they dynoed it after the rebuild and, while the peak HP was only , peak torque was and was over
lb-ft from to rpm. This was with a. They port- matched the heads and did a little cleanup in the
runners. That dead flat torque line is pretty fucking awesome, I'd like to see what this rebuild
would do with about a carb on it that can actually flow! You can get all overhaul supplies for it
from Egge's. I'd go ahead and run it if I were you, it's a hell for stout low revving torquer, it won't
cost you a mint for a basic overhaul, and it's different. HasonJinkle , Jun 20, Well I just picked it
up. It has the carb, generator, power steer pump and trans. I'm very curious to get it pulled
down because they guy who I got it from was told it had been recoed when he bought the car.
When he couldn't get it to turn over he pulled it and installed a SBC. It very obviously has new
gaskets, freeze plugs and a full sump of clean oil etc. I'm quietly hoping that it has had a rebuild
and there's something simple stopping it from turning. Thanks for the info so far and I'm happy
to hear more Pete. Heres you an intake on ebay. This is the one I have on mine. Dirty2 , Jun 21,
Charles, Missouri. If you were going to try to find a dual 4 barrel intake for it I have a AFB from a
'65 Cady , carb , you could use for a front carb. The choke was removed and it is very clean,
needs a kit though. It was on a BBC dual quad intake I bought a few months ago. PM me if
interested, I will make you a great deal! Sorry, shameless self promotion. Mart McFly. Marty
McFly , Jun 21, I love caddy motors. Here's one in my model A. It's a '62 Evel's got one of the
best dressed ones I've ever seen Mr sloppyseconds does too Pictures stolen from Coop. If I'm
not mistaken GaryM , Jun 21, Now we're really cooking. I don't have any plans for the motor just
yet. I have a 36 5W that was going to get a 48 flat head. Maybe a Caddy would be cooler? I love
multiple carbs but the nailhead that is going in my A has 3x2s so I'm thinking maybe 2x4s.
Anyhow I suppose I should just start collecting and see where it leads me. On the trans
adapters Thanks for all the help guys. Hey guys can u help me I just bought a caddy engine and
i have a caddy 62 cp will this engine fit with no problem in my 50 caddo. KustomKid9 , Sep 16,
Dogberg likes this. Dogberg , May 8, My 60 caddy elude has the 3x2 Rochesters. Stock rebuild
on Dyno said bhp. Thinking progressive linkage. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Atomic
Industry Our Affiliate Link Policy. Twitter Instagram. The Jalopy Journal. Terms of Service.
Privacy Policy. Log in or Sign up. Atomic Industries Register now to get rid of these ads! The H.
I've done torn up my original motor, had it rebuilt, tore it up again, bought a replacement, and
it's tore up too. I'm about to start trying to get my ole barge back on the road. I know it needs
some body work, brake work, trans rebuild, new window seals all around, new door seals all
around, new trunk seal, new carpet, new dash cover, new headliner, new seat covers, and a coat
of shiny black wouldn't hurt either. Chrome is presentable, and stainless is beautiful, but some
of that's going bye bye with the body work, as I just want to smooth it out a bit. But the motor, is

my biggest worry. I done paid 7 grand to get right the first time, took damn near a year to build it
and set it up, and two years later here it was smokin like a cheap cigar again, with torn up
cylinder walls, shredded pistons, and leaky valves. That block was so messed up I personally
enjoyed busting it up with a sledge hammer!!! So much for numbers matching! I've got a
"newer" 61 or 62 block, that has, according to the seller, only about 60k on it. The rings must be
bad, because it's got BAD blowby from the breather cap and downdraft tube, but no ok minimal
smoke from the exhaust. I want it built right, so I can hammer down, and not mess it up. So I can
pull a trailer when I wanna, and not blow a gasket. SO I can cruise cross country with the family,
and not worry about getting stranded. I want electronic ignition, pertronix II, with a rev limiter. I
want hardened valve train and seats, so unleaded won't be a problem. I want new fuel lines, and
tank lined, new electric fuel pump to clean up the engine bay too so it can handle the ethanol.
I'm debating on installing a fuel injection unit, one to replace the carb, but not the entire intake.
Something I can throw the old pancake air cleaner over and totally hide. I want chevy pistons
and connecting rods, to lighten the rotating mass, and improve the capacity to turn higher
rpm's without damage. I want a nice mild performance cam, don't need the lope, just want the
torque and hp curves to match, instead of the stock form with torque down low, and hp at the
"I'm gonna blow up" range. I'm debating whether or not to rebuild the stock 4 speed hydro, with
a R. The hydro goes to 1to1 in 4th, and most 's have a 1. Is it worth it for highway cruising? I've
looked at chevy 's, 's, 's and such, even have a lead on a marine motor. But again, looking at
rewiring, manufacturing engine mounts, finding a suitable transmission, shortening the
driveshaft, trans crossmember building, and on and on Plus I'd really rather keep it appearing
stock, and I truly love the sound of a , and they are one of the best looking engines I've ever
seen. Not just who knows a great machine shop, but actually build it, break in the cam, seat the
rings, and make sure there aren't problems, and set it up so I can drive it. Because if I have to
pull and reinstall based on another's lies, or incapacity to build a great motor, somebody is
gonna be swimmin with the fishes. So whose up to it? Who does awesome work, not just basic
machine skills. If it's you, lemme know about it, if it's somebody you know, gimme a name and
number. Thanks Chris. FYI, That's me above I assume you're not drag-racing it, or running it at
Bonneville. I'm pretty tough on most of my hot rod engines, and I can say I've never had
occasion to "tear up" any of them. Best engine builder is yourself from a standpoint of nobody
will care more than you will, nobody will take the time to do it right as much as you SHOULD,
and finally, there's nothing more fulfilling than to know you did it yourself. As to why I keep
tearing motors up The original was old It gave warning, with smoke, and I drove it till it died
saving money for a rebuild. Found two torn up cyinders, the rings had gone, pistons grenaded,
and the rods tore into the water jacket But the dang thing was still sort of running. Then came
the rebuilt motor. Ran like a top for about a year, so I figured it'd been broken in sufficiently.
Occasionally, I had to put a young punk in a honda in there place, or the normal camaro,
mustang crowd. I'd let the secondaries open up on the carb, watch the gas guage go down, and
watch them dissapear in the rearview. Again, 6 months of "abuse" like this, and no problems. I'd
told the builders, I wanted to be able to hit the strip if I want to, and tow a boat or small camper
too. I then towed a very small trailer, when moving from Chicago to the Wilmington, NC area.
Bout 2 hours from wilmington, started puffin white smoke from the breather tube and downdraft
tube. So at 1. Eventually, it was dying, running weaker and weaker, making banging noises,
telling me the rings and valves were going. Had it checked out for free, bad compression on
three different cylinders. Bought another engine in Canada, 60k from a triple carbed Eldo. Guy
ran it on the test stand via video, ran great, no smoke. But he wanted to keep the carbs and
intake. Put on my intake and carb, put it in my car, and 5 minutes later, smoking like a champ. I
tore into my original engine, and found the same two cylinders torn up again! Block was really
messed up, metal everywhere, chunks missing from the cylinder walls. Drove on the "new"
smoking engine one day, and the trans went out on me. Not sure what exactly happened, put
her in reverse to pull into a parking spot, made a grinding noise like crazy, but pulled in anyway.
Fired her up to try and go home, and nothing. The connections are good externally, but it's like
nothing his happening inside the trans. I parked her. Nasty divorce later, still dealing with E. I
know the engine smokes bad, but runs. Wanna do a fantastic rebuild of the engine and trans,
but have two great shops here local to work on the trans. I have no idea. I've done engine
swaps, lots of wiring work, and here lately been working like crazy with wiring problems on a 95
blazer that I put a new motor in. Can't get it right either, thinking time for a new wiring harness
and or computer. But I've never done more than intake swaps, oil pan and valve cover
replacement, and replace accessories on an engine. I've never had the heads off an engine. I
know nothing about rebuilding an engine. I fear I'll do a worse job than the dummies I paid the
last time. But from the standpoint of caring about it My son and daughter I still ask If it's the
same two cylinders you think it is the Carb flooding those two cylinders?? You using the same

Distributor too? RancheroMan , Feb 17, Is there anything special about the that would be dificult
for any reputaple machine shop? I have been pondering the mill for my "the one" build and I like
the looks of the but want it to be fairly fast at the drags but dead reliable for road trips. I think
any good machine shop could build one without a problem. I have not run my engine yet,getting
close but not yet. But from what I have read Its a very dependable engine. Noland , Feb 17, I
made a out of a , Weber cam and solids. Beat it for yrs in a 55 Chev and never did hurt it. I have
an older cousin that had a little first hand experience from back in the day working on Caddys.
He gave me some things to watch out for. They have a problem with cracked heads near the
center exhaust port. It's a heat cycle issue. When they crack you getr small amounts of coolant
into the oil. The oil pumps have vacuum pumps built onto the bottom of the oil pump. The pump
housings can get nasty and catch the vanes of the pump which can possibly jamb the oil pump
or the debris can clog the pick up tube. As a result I checked the oil every time I drove it and I
caught the grey sludge that was the result of a cracked head before it could frag my engine.
When I rebuilt the engine I removed the vacuum pump. All has gone fine since about 9 years
ago. I do daily drive a 65 Pontiac Star Chief, I have no problem daily driving an old car. Hope
this helps. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page
Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account
now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Atomic Industry Our Affiliate Link Policy.
Twitter Instagram. Eldorado, Fleetwood, DeVille and Seville. Block , , head , Block , , head , HSC
cylinder heads. Hollow crank. Side motor mounts right at head gasket seam. Hydromatic
bellhousing pattern Block , right head , left head The Jetaway is reportedly interchangeable with
the The Hydra-Matic is reportedly interchangeable with the and vice-versa. The crankshaft hub
is 3". Both versions produce BHP rpm. Side motor mount holes down lower on the block.
Sending a core engine back? Double the non-expedited one way business shipping cost. You
know who you are. Please call for pricing to AK, HI, and International pricing: ltl freight,
airfreight and ocean freight with shipping to over countries. Core refunds are sent by check
after we receive your core returned within 30 days. Call about remanufactured turn key engines
which usually take 30 days. Call 1. Engine size Inch or Liter. Year Auto Trans Standard Trans
Name. Sahara Ave. Remanufactured engine pricing and I. Call for turn key crate engines too.
Inboard Marine Engines. CC or CID. Eng Code. Fwd, Multi-Port, Has crank trigger, block
,,Aluminum heads ,, Custom per-formance upgrade. Fwd, Transverse Mount, block , , head , ,
High swirl combustion heads, 6 bolt crank. Fwd, Transverse Mount block head , , 6 bolt crank.
No keyway, has pin. See Chevrolet engines. See Oldsmobile engines. Check availability. See
Oldsmobile engines if tall oil filler tube is in the front. EFI, 2 bolt main, roller cam, block , , ,
valve cover bolts through center of cover, FI. LT1, roller, Cast Iron heads, block Vortec heads
See Chevrolet engines. Carb, Not For Eldorado. FI, 2-Bolt left front block. Check availability
block , Right head , Left head distributor in back. Short deck engine block distributor moved to
the front. In there were two different longblocks. Stamped rocker arm assemblies BHP rpm. Any
questions? V8 Pontiac. More than any other Detroit marque, this is a name that conjures up a
powerful image of luxury and power; the kind that has been flaunted by Cadillac dealers and
owners from the beginning of the company's history right up to today. For millions of
Americans, Cadillac ownership was the ultimate symbol of "making it," and those who didn't
have it, dreamt of it. Detroit owes a great deal to the founders of this company. In fact, the
marque's name comes from Le Seur Antoine de la Mothe Cadillac, who established that city as a
fur trading post in , and whose name and family crest became the symbol for the car company.
Although stylized in modern times to disguise its heraldic provenance, the logo is still in use
today. What is also little known today is that the roots of the company evolved from a group of
investors who first backed the inventor Henry Ford at the turn of the 20th century in what was
called the Henry Ford Company. Interested in maximum profits, they produced some very
expensive cars for the period, and ol' Henry left that avenue behind, forming his own Ford Motor
Company to fulfill his dream of an inexpensive car for the masses. In , the original financiers
stayed with the high end of the market and became Cadillac, and later a major component of
William Durant's General Motors Corporation, forever the major competitor of Ford. Cadillac
established its reputation early through the suppliers of their precision tooling and won awards
for their use of interchangeable parts, precisely built with no hand-fitting of engine parts or
gears, as was common in those days. Cadillac once sent six of their cars to an English motor
magazine who had mechanics disassemble them, mix the parts up, and reassemble six cars.
The finale was not only starting the cars but driving them for miles with no mechanical failures.
The period of time with which we are concerned in this series of vintage engine profiles is the
first OHV era from , the major development period for Cadillac powerplants and thus, the
favored engines for use in traditional hot rods. That motor continued until when Cadillac
enlarged the bore to 4. All the Cadillac V-8s we're interested in had tremendous amounts of

low-end torque to effortlessly power those heavy road cars. The offered hp in Eldorado trim with
three two-barrels. In , the engine was further poked and stroked to achieve ci, which was about
the limit for this block's architecture. The search for more power through bigger displacement
led the engineers to come up with a new for Although it shared the displacement of its
predecessor, it shared almost nothing else. The new was designed with future upsizing in mind,
yet the engine was 50 pounds lighter and 4 inches narrower than the old Torque was up to lb-ft.
After that, this block's next iteration featured ci, hp, and a stump-pullin' lb-ft of torque. Later,
Cadillac went to even bigger engines, which make great motors for trucks and for anyone who
wants to make a few extra bucks moving houses or pulling stumps. For our examination, the '62
is the last of the "vintage" Cadillac powerplants. When these engines showed up, hot rodders
were right there. They were still more expensive than an Olds or Buick and more costly than a
Flathead by a big margin, but the Cad motors represented a major power source without
requiring much hop-up equipment beyond dual exhausts. The adapter companies jumped right
in and the Cads became one of the most swapped brands. The Ford shoeboxes were a very
popular receptacle and complete kits for Cad to early '50s Fords were available from Detroit
Racing Equipment, who also offered dual-quad manifolds. Cadillac engines soon found their
way into numerous racing boats and more than a few sports car specials. In fact, most of the
popular British Allard K-3 roadsters sold without engines and designed for '50s road racing
were fitted by their American importers with Cadillac engines. Wealthy racing enthusiast Briggs
Cunningham made two entries at the '50 24 Hours De Le Mans with two cars, a stock '49 Coupe
de Ville, and another new Cad stripped to the chassis and drivetrain and fitted with a
hand-fabbed sports body. The car was unattractive the French called it "le monstre" , but the
stocker came in 10th and the special right behind it. He later installed s in a team of
Austin-Healey Silverstone sports cars for next year's race. The practice of stuffing hopped-up
Cads in specials went on until after when the smaller, lighter Chevy small-block V-8s were
proving their worth. The Cad as "sleeper" swap material became something of a cottage
industry, with the Fordillac and Studillac being the most well-known. Bill Frick had a speed shop
and conversion center in New York, and dropped a into his new '49 Ford for towing his race
cars. The response from other racers, rodders, and eventually the general public was so strong
he started doing this full time. Partnering with racer Phil Walters aka Ted Tappet , they built and
sold at least of these Fordillac conversions, calling the shop Frick-Tappet Motors. When
industrialist Briggs Cunningham bought out the shop and took Walters to build his
Cad-powered race cars for LeMans, Frick started again alone and specialized this time in
installing Cadillac engines into the Loewy-aero Studebakers, which of course he called
Studillacs. The Studebaker V-8s shared some dimensions and design features of the Cads, but
were only ci and didn't come close to providing the performance that matched the swoopy
hardtop and coupe Studebaker bodies. This was no chainfall-from-an-oak-tree operation; Frick
had a list of options you could order with your Fordillac or Studillac such as bigger brakes, 12V
electrical upgrade, and Hydra-Matic transmission. Were they sleepers, you bet! All that Cadillac
power under the hood of a "common" car, like a Ford or Studebaker made for a perfect medium
for shaming stuffy luxury car owners on an on-ramp, even those with Caddy emblems on their
hoods. The production swap cars from Frick-Tappet were offered with chrome Fordillac or
Studillac emblems for non-street-racing customers who didn't care about who knew what was
under their hood. Cadillac engines today Make no mistake, we are definitely fans of all the
pushrod OHV Cadillac engines, including the behemoth , , and inchers of the later years, but for
our purposes in this engine series, we're concentrating on the original and its younger brothers,
the and There is a fair amount of vintage Cadillac speed and dress-up equipment out there at
the swap meets, as intakes, cams, finned valve covers, etc. The Eldorados had factory
dual-quad and 3x2 intakes, but they are rare, very heavy iron and today are sought out by
restorers. The aftermarket aluminum parts can save more pounds than Jennie Craig. You can
still find good aftermarket intake manifolds out there. Edelbrock, Edmunds, Offenhauser see
Exeter Auto Supply , and other companies made them, with many being the 2x2 design, but Offy
made 2x2, 3x2, and 6x2 log-type intakes. Luckily, all the engines we're examining take the same
intake manifolds. The correct rebuild parts, individually and as kits, are widely available from
Egge, Speedway Motors, and other vintage engine parts companies. Any competent engine
machine shop should be able to inspect your heads and block for cracks, then deck, bore, and
otherwise make true the major surfaces and assemble the engine, leaving you to add the cool
stuff you've been gathering from swap meets and eBay. The engines had better breathing
heads, and these were commonly swapped onto earlier engines in the old days, although Cads
were noted for their grunt rather than high-rpm activities. Moon and O'Brien Truckers have
finned valley covers, and good old Offenhauser still makes their finned-aluminum valve covers.
The physical dimensions of the Caddy motors are similar to the other vintage GM V-8s we've

already looked at, with weight at about pounds and a rear-mounted distributor. Some
applications will require a firewall recess to accommodate a Cad, but the end justifies the
means. Transmission swaps have already been addressed long ago by our friends at Wilcap,
who offer adapter kits for Cads to early Fords, GM automatics, modern GM four-speeds, and a
cool setup that allows the use of a small-block Ford bellhousing and a T5 five-speed. Identify
your prospective Cad motor by the bellhousing: if the bellhousing is cast in at the back of the
engine, it's a '; from ' the back of the block is flat and the trans has the bellhousing. Original
Cadillac stick bellhousings are rare and pricey, in fact so are the engines. We can't speak for
everyone, of course, but all the real motorhead hot rodders we've ever known like to open their
hood and show off their engine, and in the old days the engine and engine compartment were
often the only detailed and finished part of the rod. Opening your hood at a modern car event
and showing off another won't get much attention, but the same vehicle with a Cadillac or other
vintage engine will get onlookers approving, talking, and asking questions. Such is the current
state of vintage engine interest, and remember the Cadillac slogan: "The standard for the world.
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international shipping options and costs. It was first used in a car in the Cadillac Model For
more than a century, the name Cadillac has been synonymous with performance, style and
passion. And in those early years of the Cadillac Automobile Company, it was a former loom
mechanic â€” Henry Martyn Leland â€” who was credited with forging the technologies that
separated Cadillac from the other automobile businesses that were springing up at the turn of
the 20th Century. Advertisement Click Here to Read More Advertisement Leland was born to
Quaker parents in Vermont in , and 43 years later in , Leland took his family and his talents to
Detroit, MI to seek his fortune in the growing automotive industry. Unfortunately, Olds rejected
the Leland designed engine due to retooling costs. A year later, Henry Ford took his design.
They felt Ford was too involved in building racing cars. Leland showed them the engine that
Olds had rejected and suggested they stay in. The single-cylinder Cadillac would be built for
half a dozen years. The first four-cylinder Cadillac arrived in In September , Cadillac introduced
the first V8 engine in a series produced, mass-market automobile. It was a degree L-head with
non-detachable heads and two cast iron four-cylinder blocks on an aluminum crankcase. With a
4. Advertisement The engine had rockers with roller cam followers, a 1. Its Johnson float feed
carburetor had auxiliary air control. The water jackets and combustion chambers were integral
with the blocks. Coolant circulation and temperature control relied on an impeller pump with a
thermostat for each block. The fork-and-blade connecting rods were a Leland trademark. Rod
bearings were made available in standard,. Three rings were wrapped around the pistons and
came in standard, first and second oversize. A single camshaft with eight cams was used. A
silent chain drove the camshaft and generator shaft. The generator and distributor were rear
mounted since a two-cylinder power tire pump was up front. The updraft carburetor had a
water-heated intake manifold. The dual exhaust system without balance pipe had log-type
exhaust manifolds. The valve chamber caps were stamped H, L, or LL for high or low
compression ratios. A three-point suspension kept the engine smooth for the era. On early
engines, the oil relief valve was cast integral with the starter gear housing. Later, the oil relief
valve was a separate unit mounted on the angular face of the crankcase. The lubrication system
was recirculating and pressure fed from a gear-type oil pump. The pump drew in oil from the
crankcase and forced it through a header pipe running inside the crankcase. Leads ran from
this header pipe to the main bearings and then through drilled holes in the crankshaft to the
connecting rod bearings. Cadillac Monobloc V8: In its first year, the Cadillac Monobloc V8 was
offered in two displacements, with the larger one being the exclusive Cadillac V8 thru The
pistons, cylinders and all were lubricated by oil slung up from the lower ends of the connecting
rods. Oil from the rear end of the header pipe ran to the pressure relief valve. Then, the overflow

from this valve was gravity fed to the camshaft and chains, before draining to the crankcase. In ,
Cadillac offered only one series, the V8-powered Type Erwin G. They bettered their previous
time in another car by three days, 19 hours, 23 minutes. Advertisement Continuing refinements
of the V8 had brought detachable cylinder heads for , an inherently balanced crankshaft in the V
of and detail changes in the interim Then, Cadillac came out with a new Gen III V8 that
introduced unit-block construction and downdraft carburetion in a design that would survive
until The V8 came in two displacements. Both were L-heads with the cast iron block cast with
the crankcase. This produced hp at rpm and lbs. The engine had three main bearings, hydraulic
valve lifters and a Stromberg EE dual downdraft carburetor. Its crankcase capacity was 7 qts.
And the cooling system held 30 qts. In this engine the water jacket ran the full length of the
cylinder bore and a more rigid crankshaft with six counterweights was used. Cadillac used new
connecting rods with the large ends split at an angle. This allowed them to be removed through
the top of the engine. Hydraulic valve silencers were used, along with new manifolding and a
downdraft carburetor. Advertisement Suction-type crankcase ventilation was employed to take
fumes out of the engine through the exhaust system. The lubrication system was simplified by
restricting piping only to the hydraulic lifters. A combination fuel pump and vacuum pump was
mounted on the front engine cover. The starter was on the right side, in front of the bell
housing. The generator could be serviced by removing an access panel under the left front
fender. The radiator was pressurized. Cadillac kept the cid V8 until , when a compact, but very
sturdy, overhead valve V8 with five main-bearings arrived. It would last 30 years without getting
stale, but growing more monstrous in size and power as time rolled on. With a 7. It had
hydraulic valve lifters, a 5 qt. By , it had a four-barrel carburetor and cranked out hp. Thirty
ponies were added in , with 20 more piled on the next season. By , the V8 had a 9.
Advertisement A bore increase to 4. With a 9. The dual-carb Eldorado V8 was good for hp. For ,
the Eldorado came with three two-barrel carburetors and hp. Compression was up to With lead
times being what they were then, Detroit reacted slowly to this change and, by the time it had,
the pendulum swung back again. At Cadillac, the only engine available in was the with a single
four-barrel carburetor and hp at rpm. In , the bore and stroke of the Cadillac V-8 went to 4. This
engine developed hp. Cadillac advertised hp at rpm and lbs. This was a large engine, but had a
high power-to-weight ratio. It was used in the front-wheel-drive Eldorado with dual exhausts. In ,
the bore and stroke went to 4. In mid, Cadillac launched the international-sized Seville with a cid
fuel-injected V8, while full-size models got electronic fuel-injection for a cid engine that was the
biggest V8 of modern times. In , the full-size models were downsized. All non-Seville Cadillacs
carried a new, smaller, cid V8. In , Sevilles could be ordered an Olds diesel V8. The Eldorado
was downsized for and used a cid V8. Big Cadillacs kept the cid V8 and all models could be
optioned with the Olds diesel. Advertisement A new Seville had front-wheel drive and a
standard diesel engine. Other Cadillacs turned to a cid gas V8. A fuel-injected version was
standard on Eldorados and optional for Sevilles. Late in the year came some shocking power
plant newsâ€”a Buick-built V6 for Cadillacs. The variable displacement V engine seemed like a
good idea at the time, but it was trouble and lasted only one year, except in limos. The Buick V6
remained an alternative. For , Cadillac launched its four-cylinder subcompact the Cimarron. A
new aluminum-block cid V8 replaced the troublesome V as the standard engine in other models.
The deVille and Fleetwood models were two feet shorter and used transverse mounted V6s or
V8s. Even Fleetwood limos were front-drives, but the Brougham soldiered on with rear-wheel
drive. Brand-new Eldorados and Sevilles arrived for and limousines finally dropped the V
engine. Rear-drive Fleetwood Broughams kept the 5. With the elimination of the Cimarron in ,
Cadillac returned to its traditional position of offering automobiles powered exclusively by V8
engines. By this time, Cadillac was marking its 75th year of offering V8s. Among the highlights
for was a 4. Some Cadillacs built for coachbuilders or for towing used a 5. Cadillac observed its
90th Anniversary in in a big way, introducing the pioneering Northstar engine, with limp-home
capability. This was a 4. Developed in for the deVille, Fleetwood, Seville and Eldorado, the 4.
The aluminum block used cast iron liners. The V6 Catera zipped into the linep in as a model. It
was the first time Cadillac offered a Cadillac-built engine other than a V8 since All other
Cadillacs used Northstar V8s, which came in and hp versions. Eldorado and Seville remained
largely unchanged in appearance, but received tweaks to their Northstar V8s. The 4. Its final
appearance was in the last DTS series. The present STS-V engine produces hp and lbs-ft.
Beginning in , all Cadillacs but the Fleetwoods used the 4. Magazine Current Issue Past Issues.
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